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ABSTRACT
This proposal addresses the development of a new layout change to the manufacturing
operations at Matrix Design Group. Matrix Design Group manufactures and sells innovative
technology products in the mining and transportation industry that increase safety and
productivity. With the projected increase in demand for safety equipment in coal mines, it is
essential for Matrix Design Group to increase its production rate of equipment produced to
supply this demand. An increase in inventory space is also required due to changes in ordering
policy because of the COVID-19 global pandemic. This project aims to facilitate an increase in
production to meet anticipated demand and to increase inventory space to hold an inventory
safety stock.
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1. Introduction
This project addresses the development of a new layout change to the manufacturing
operations at Matrix Design Group. Matrix Design Group manufactures and sells innovative
technology products in the mining and transportation industry that increase safety and
productivity. With the projected increase in demand for safety equipment in coal mines, it is
essential for Matrix Design Group to increase its production rate of equipment produced to
support this demand. An increase in inventory space is also required due to changes in ordering
policy because of the COVID-19 global pandemic. This project aims to facilitate an increase in
production to meet anticipated demand and to increase inventory space to hold an inventory
safety stock.
1.1. Objective
The objective for this project is:
Design a new layout to the manufacturing operations at Matrix Design Group to increase
supply to accommodate customer demand.
The motivation for this project comes from Matrix’s lack of assembly technicians. We cannot
bring in more assembly technicians due to the lack of space.
1.2. Deliverables
The deliverables for this project include the following:


Analysis of Current Situation & Future Needs



Operator Flow (Spaghetti) Diagram



SketchUp 3-Dimensional Drawing



Report, Presentation, Poster

I will not be implementing the new concept of this project before April 20 th. This layout
design will be implemented this summer.
This report includes a set of requirements, analysis of current situation and future needs,
operator flow/spaghetti diagram, schedule, and a budget.
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2. Background
2.1. Matrix Design Group
Matrix Design Group is the safety and productivity technology leader for mining and
industrial applications. Matrix is headquartered in Newburgh, Indiana, and is owned by Alliance
Resource Partners, L.P. Since 2006, their core business has been mining safety. Today, they
develop innovative, leading-edge products that make their customers operate safer and more
efficiently. Matrix’s mission is to provide innovative systems and services that improve safety
and maximize productivity. Matrix cultivates a fun, positive work environment that fosters
individual career growth [4].
2.2. Products
Matrix Design Group manufactures and sells innovative technological products that help
keep people safe. Matrix sells one hundred and twenty-five different innovative products. Due to
a high mix, and low volume production, a job shop manufacturing style is used. This product
line-up includes systems for proximity detection, collision avoidance, communications and
tracking, atmospheric monitoring, lighting, and camera systems. Our number 1 product that we
sell is our “OmniPro Camera”. This camera can be attached to any material handling system and
can detect people or objects in the area. Figure 1 below shows the camera mounted to a forklift.
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FIGURE 1 : OMNIPRO CAMERA SYSTEM
Figure 2 below shows the monitor of the camera system and how it detects people/objects.
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FIGURE 2 : OMNIPRO CAMERA SYSTEM MONITOR
This camera system can detect any person or object programmed by the user. When it sees
the person or object, it will send a signal to the driver. In most cases this is a light that turns on.
This notifies the driver that a person or object is in the area. This project will not alter the
operation process of products being built, but it is essential to know the types of products we
make.
2.3. Manufacturing/Warehousing Area
Matrix’s manufacturing area is currently operated by 3 full time assembly technicians, 1 part
time assembly technician, and 1 full time shipping and receiving operator. The shipping and
receiving operator oversee incoming inventory and finished good quality. This operator has their
own workstation to inspect parts and document current inventory status. The assembly
technicians work in the staging materials, operator workstations, and pack out areas. The staging
materials area is a workstation used to gather raw materials for a specific work order, document
the change in inventory, and prepare for each build. The assembly technicians have their own
operator workstation, which is a stationary, functional work cell. These workstations are used
11

due to our high variety and our low volume of products. The stationary cells allow flexibility
which is essential to producing a wide range of different products. This type of operator
workstation will remain the same within our new concepts. The pack out area is a stationary
workstation that is specifically used to box up finished goods.
The final area impacted by this project is the warehouse. The warehousing area is currently
under the same building as the manufacturing area. Warehousing oversees retrieving finished
goods and preparing these products to be shipped to the customer. Once a product is boxed up
from the pack out area, the assembly technician will place the finished goods on the warehousing
shelves.
3. Motivation for a Solution
3.1. Problems
The motivation for this project comes from the problems that Matrix is currently facing. We
currently have a lack of operators to keep up with our current customer demand. There is an
insufficient amount of space to expand to allow for more operators to be hired. An overcrowded
work environment has been created caused by inefficiencies in workflow and processes. Last, we
are dealing with an increase in manufacturing lead times due to Supply Chain issues associated
with the global supply chain crisis.
3.2. Increase in Customer Demand
The dramatic increase in customer demand has caused our manufacturing area to be
understaffed due to a lack of assembly technicians. By looking at our increase in inventory, we
can see our increase in customer demand. We have 3 different categories that we categorize our
inventory into. We have custom machined components, Printed Circuit Boards (PCBs), and
electrical components. Our custom machine components consist of all our custom metal work.
Our electrical components consist of all our electrical wires, connectors, and cable assemblies.
Figure 3 below shows our increase in customer demand which is measured by our increase in
customer purchase orders.
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FIGURE 3 : INCREASE IN PURCHASE ORDERS
The blue bars show the inventory quantity purchased from the Winter 2019 quarter. The
orange bars show the inventory quantity purchased from the current quarter. Our Custom
machined components have increased by 125%, our PCB’s have increased by 158%, and our
electrical components have increased by 177%. This illustrates a dramatic increase shown by
our customer demand.
3.3. Manufacturing Lead Times
Manufacturing Lead Times (MLT) have increased dramatically due to supply & chain issues.
The COVID-19 pandemic has caused a global impact on all supply chain partners around the
world. The supply of products decreased while the demand increased. This causes manufactures
to try to catch up on building products. With demands still increasing, it’s hard to tell when
products MLT will go back to normal. We have documented the increase in our Manufacturing
Lead Times within our 3 categories of inventory shown below.
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FIGURE 4 : INCREASE IN MANUFACTURING LEAD TIME
Figure 4 shows the increase in Manufacturing Lead Times for our three different categories
of inventory components. Our customed machined components have increased to 40%, our
printed circuit boards have increased to 85%, and our electrical components have increased to
100%. These is a huge increase in waiting time for inventory. This increase in manufacturing
lead time has caused shortages in our inventory stock. This means that we must delay customer
work orders due to not having inventory on hand. Our solution to this problem is to order a
surplus of inventory to house a safety stock. This ensures that we always have inventory on hand
to build products. If we do not have inventory on hand, we must delay work orders. If we are
delaying work orders, then this results in a delay in future sales, negatively impacting customer
relationships.
3.4. Supplemented Workers
We are currently not able to complete all our customer work orders with our current 1 fulltime and 1 part-time assembly technicians. To accommodate the lack of completed work orders,
we currently use “Supplemented Workers” to keep up with demand. A “Supplemented Worker”
is a worker who is not a manufacturing operator and is pulled into the manufacturing operations
to help increase Matrix’s supply to complete customer work orders. We have created
supplemented workers from supply chain workers, warehousing workers, the manufacturing
manager, and myself. The supplemented workers work alongside the assembly technicians at
their workstations. As you can imagine this can cause the work environment to become
overcrowded, giving less space for our assembly technicians to work. Figure 5 below shows a
14

chart to show the relationship between created work orders (Demand), completed work orders
(Supply), and supplemented workers.
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FIGURE 5 : IN-HOUSE MANUFACTURING WORK ORDERS
As you can see, we have a history of using our supplemented workers. This work order graph
shows that we were not able to complete customer work orders without the use of supplemented
workers for an entire year. We need more assembly technicians to allow our supplemented
workers to focus on the job they were hired to do. In the last 3 quarters; an average of 44
Purchase Orders (PO’s) were completed by our 3 full-time and 1 part-time assembly technician,
an average of 19.4 PO’s were completed by our supplemented workers. This shows that 1/3 of
our PO’s were completed by supplemented workers and 2/3 rd of our PO’s was done by our
assembly technicians. The algebra math equation shown below gives us the number of assembly
technicians needed to meet our current customer demand (x). Our 2/3 shows the PO’s completed
by assembly technicians, the 3.5 shows the number of assembly technicians currently in use.
𝑥

= 3.5

(1)

𝑥 = 5.25 ≈ 6 𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑚𝑏𝑙𝑦 𝑡𝑒𝑐ℎ𝑛𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑠
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This equation tells us that we need 5.25 assembly technicians; however, since you cannot
have .25 of a worker, we will round this number up to 1. This gives us our total of 6 assembly
technicians needed to meet our demand.
If we do not do anything, we will have to continue our use of supplemental workers. If we
were to cut off our use of supplemental workers, we would not be able to keep up with customer
demand. This will result in angry customers. The products we make are essential for coal mines
and other industrial companies to operate safely. If coal mines do not have these products, they
will not be allowed to operate. This will hurt coal mines which will hurt us as a company. If this
is a common occurrence it could potentially shut down our customer’s business.
3.5. Insufficient Space
We currently do not have sufficient space to bring in more operators to help complete work
orders safely. An increase in floor space will create more room for more operators to work in a
more efficient work environment. The addition of space would facilitate the hiring of additional
workers. By having permanent assembly technicians Matrix can eliminate the use of
supplemented workers to keep up with our customer demand and eliminate the overcrowded
work environment. This space will help us develop a process to organize and clean up the work
environment. This process will be used to develop a 5S program (will not be implemented in this
project). The current operation is messy due to the use of supplemented workers sharing
assembly technicians work area and the use of ESD safe roller carts. The manufacturing area
uses ESD safe roller carts to transfer material. These carts are blocking aisle ways causing the
manufacturing space to be unsafe and inefficient.
4. Preliminary Design
4.1. Overview
In this project, we used a software called SketchUp to design 3-Dimensional models of each
of our concepts. By using SketchUp, I was able to layout the manufacturing area in high detail.
This helps with the planning and implementation phase of the project. A workflow(spaghetti)
diagram is used to document travel path to help determine inefficiencies.
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4.2. Requirements
The requirements for this project are:
•

Shall design a “U-Shaped” Workflow

•

Shall contain a minimum of 28 inches of aisle room (OSHA)

•

Shall eliminate overprocessing workflow steps

•

Shall create enough room to have a total of 6 assembly technicians

•

Shall be able to house the increase in inventory

A “U-shaped” workflow shall be designed so that we can create an efficient workflow path.
A minimum of 28 inches of aisle room is required by OSHA standards. Eliminating
overprocessing workflow steps will help decrease travel time and decrease wastes due to
inefficiencies. Creating enough room to have 6 assembly technicians is essential for supporting
our customer demand. Inventory storage will need to be increased to house our safety stock due
to our philosophy change.
4.3. Workflow Diagram
A workflow diagram, also known as a spaghetti diagram, is a great way to understand how
your material and worker’s flow. By observing working operators, you can document each
worker’s travel path by drawing lines. The goal of this spaghetti diagram is to eliminate all
overprocessing steps and inefficiencies so that you have an efficient work environment. If a
worker has traveled to a specific area more than once, it is an overprocessing step. For example,
if you have flow lines that are crossing, this is an indication that there is an overprocessing
workflow step. This is a lean manufacturing concept developed by the Toyota Production System
[3]. A before and after spaghetti flow diagram will be presented later to show the overall
workflow path.
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5. SketchUp Models
5.1. Current Layout
The first SketchUp model was made to show the current layout of the facility. The
manufacturing and warehousing area are currently located under one building. This model will
help show the improvements made in our layout concept chosen. Figure #6 below shows the
current layout of the manufacturing and warehousing facility.

FIGURE 6 : CURRENT LAYOUT OF MANUFACTURING & WAREHOUSING
The light grey flooring in the bottom left-hand corner and the top of the building shows the
floor space that manufacturing controls. The dark grey, concrete looking floor shows the floor
18

space that warehousing controls. The manufacturing facility consists of a shipping receiving
workstation, staging materials workstation, pack out workstation, and two double and one single
assembly technician workstations. The manufacturing inventory storage is located in three
different locations. We have grey shelves that hold medium size components, grey cabinets that
hold small components, and we have our boxing and overstock inventory located on the big
shelves located on the far-right side of the building. The boxing and overstock inventory shelf is
located under the warehousing floor space due to insufficient space in the manufacturing area.
5.2. Conceptual Overview
In our new concept we will be moving the warehousing operations to a Matrix-owned
building located across the street. The surrounding area of the current building did not have
enough space for an expansion to be considered as an option. This will dramatically increase
manufacturing’s floor space. We will relocate and hire an operator for the staging materials and
pack out workstation. This will decrease travel time and allow the assembly technicians to focus
more of their time on building products. We will leave the Shipping & Receiving workstation in
the same location, but we will designate this to a receiving only workstation. The receiving
operator will now oversee incoming materials quality and inventory storing only. The pack out
operators’ job will remain the same. We will hire two more assembly technicians to keep up with
our customer demand. This will give us a total of one receiving operator, six assembly
technicians, and one pack out operator. We will combine the inventory in one general location to
help reduce travel time.
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5.3. Concept # 1

Inventory
Receiving

FIGURE 7 : CONCEPT #1 RECEIVING AND INVENTORY LOCATIONS
Figure 7 shows the first concept design drawing in SketchUp. The receiving only location in
the bottom left-hand corner will remain in the same location throughout all concepts. All
inventory storage equipment will be stored in one general location which is shown above. This
will also remain constant throughout all concepts.
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Assembly
Technician
Workbenches

Staging
Materials
Pack out

FIGURE 8 : CONCEPT #1 STAGING MATERIALS, PACK OUT, ASSEMBLY TECH LOCATIONS
Figure 8 shows the locations and the orientation of the staging materials, pack out, and
assembly technician’s workstations.
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Dead Space

FIGURE 9 : CONCEPT #1 DEAD SPACE
Figure 9 shows the reason we did not go with this concept. The concept does not utilize the
floor space efficiently due to the dead space shown above.
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5.4. Concept #2

Assembly
Technician
Workbenches

Staging
Materials

Pack out

FIGURE 10 : CONCEPT #2 STAGING MATERIALS, PACK OUT, AND ASSEMBLY TECH LOCATIONS
Figure 10 shows the second concept. The staging materials and pack out workstations are
both located near the centrally located inventory. This provides for short travelling distances. We
have six single station assembly technician workbenches in the orientation shown above. This
provides plenty of space for our assembly technicians to work comfortably.
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FIGURE 11 : CONCEPT #2 HIGH TRAFFIC AREA
There will be a high traffic area located in the aisles near the staging materials, pack out, and
inventory area. The forklift will use this same aisle to travel to store and retrieve overstock
inventory. This high traffic area creates a safety concern which leads us to not follow through
with this concept.
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5.5. Concept #3

Assembly Technician
Workbenches

Staging
Materials

Pack out

FIGURE 12 : CONCEPT #3 STAGING MATERIALS, PACK OUT, ASSEMBLY TECH LOCATIONS
Figure 12 shows the layout of concept #3. The staging materials workstation is located by
the receiving workstation and the inventory area. The Pack out workstation is located along
the bottom wall. The assembly technician workbenches are placed in the orientation shown
above.
5.6. Design Chosen
We will choose the 3rd concept due to the efficient workflow and utilization of floor space.
Four single stations and two double assembly technician workbenches are used in this concept to
give us the ability to hold six assembly technicians. Two double workstations are needed to make
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some of our products that are longer in length. This allows us to still be adaptable while being
efficient.
6. Workflow Diagram

6.1. Current Layout

FIGURE 13 : WORKFLOW (SPAGHETTI) DIAGRAM OF CURRENT LAYOUT
Figure 13 shows the workflow spaghetti diagram of the current layout. The orange lines
come from both overhead doors represent raw incoming inventory. The green lines show the
travel path for the shipping and receiving operator. The black lines show the travel path for one
assembly technician. As you can see, we have a lot of crossing lines which indicate that we have
overprocessing steps. It’s safe to say that this is an inefficient work environment.
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6.2. New Concept

FIGURE 14 : WORKFLOW (SPAGHETTI) DIAGRAM OF NEW LAYOUT
Figure 14 shows the spaghetti diagram or our new layout. The orange lines represent the flow
of raw incoming inventory. The green line shows the workflow path of the receiving operator.
The red lines show the workflow path of the staging materials operator. The black lines show the
workflow path of one assembly technician. The blue line shows the workflow path of the pack
out operator. As you can see, we have eliminated the crossing lines that was in our current
layout. This layout’s workflow will increase efficiency and reduce travel time creating a better
workflow utilization.
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6.3. U-Shape

FIGURE 15 : U-SHAPED WORKFLOW
Figure 15 shows the u-shaped workflow that our new layout creates. Material comes through
the designated income door, through the production process, and out the designated outgoing
door. This u-shape allows us the best use of floor space and efficiency.
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7. Time Study

7.1. Current Layout
Workflow Times (Current Layout)
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FIGURE 16 : CURRENT LAYOUT WORKFLOW TIME STUDY
Figure 16 shows the current layouts workflow time study. This time study was completed by
timing each operator’s workflow traveling steps. All traveling steps time was added together to
get the total time for each operator. The shipping and receiving operator took a total of 3.19
minutes of travel time. The assembly technician took a total of 9.29 minutes of travel time.
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7.2. New Layout
Estimated Workflow Time Study of New Concept
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FIGURE 17 : NEW LAYOUT TIME STUDY
Figure 17 shows the new layout workflow time study. This time study was completed by
timing each operator completing their normal process and walking to their designated areas
according to the layout design and workflow spaghetti diagram. This time study is not as
accurate as the current layout time study, but it’s still a great indicator to see if we reduced travel
time. As you can see, we reduced travel time dramatically. The shipping and receiving operating
time went from 3.19 minutes to 0.71 minutes.
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8. Results
8.1. Assembly Technician Workbenches

FIGURE 18 : ASSEMBLY TECHNICIAN WORKBENCHES (CURRENT LAYOUT)
Figure 18 shows the assembly technician workbenches for our current layout. We have
two double and one single station workbench. One of the double workstations currently contains
two assembly technicians. There is sufficient table space to work, but the ESD roller carts get in
the aisle way making a more crowded environment.

FIGURE 19 : ASSEMBLY TECHNICIAN WORKBENCHES (NEW LAYOUT)
Figure 19 shows the assembly technician workbenches for our new layout concept. We have
four single stations and two double station workbenches. As you can see this will provide the
assembly technicians with plenty of space to work. There is plenty of space to house pallets on
31

the ends of each workstation. This ensures that the assembly technicians have optimal space to
work. We also meet our requirement by having enough room to have 6 assembly technicians.
Our double workstation gives us the flexibility to produce our longer in length products. This
orientation gives us a flexible, but efficient work area.

8.2. Inventory

FIGURE 20 : MEDIUM SIZED COMPONENTS INVENTORY (CURRENT LAYOUT)

FIGURE 21 : SMALL SIZED COMPONENT INVENTORY (CURRENT LAYOUT)
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FIGURE 22 : BOXING AND OVERSTOCK INVENTORY (CURRENT LAYOUT)
Figures 20, 21, and 22 show the three different inventory locations used in the current layout.
Having different inventory locations will cause an increase in travel time and a decrease in
efficiency.

FIGURE 23 : CENTRALLY LOCATED INVENTORY AREA (NEW LAYOUT)
33

Figure 23 shows the centrally located inventory area from the new layout. We were able to
combine all inventory equipment to one location to reduce travel time. We brought in one blue
bin to help with small sized inventory capacity. We also brough in six more large shelves to hold
our overstock/safety stock inventory. This gives us an 81% increase in inventory space.
8.3. Operational Improvements

FIGURE 24 : OPERATIONAL IMPROVEMENTS
Figure 24 shows our operational improvements completed in this project. We were able to
increase our production space by 1130 square feet. This gives us plenty of space to be able to
bring in more operators and relocate workstations to give us a more efficient workflow. We have
increased our inventory space by 81%. This will give us sufficient space to house our safety
stock due to our change in inventory philosophy. We were able to accommodate all of our 6
assembly technicians that were required to meet our customer demand. We have increased
efficiency and safety of the workplace by eliminating the unnecessary travel. We have removed
62% of unnecessary travel time for the shipping & receiving by eliminating the unnecessary
travel time and changing the requirements for this position.
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8.4. Requirements Met

FIGURE 25 : REQUIREMENTS MET
Figure 25 shows us the requirements that have been met for this project. A “U-Shaped”
workflow was achieved due to our relocation of workstations and inventory area. We were able
to contain a minimum of 28 inches of aisle room according to OSHA standards. I was not able to
state out our aisle room width due to time, but the smallest aisle width is 36 inches. The
overprocessing workflow steps were eliminated decreasing travel time. This was shown by our
spaghetti flow diagram. This creates a better operator workflow utilization decreasing
inefficiencies. We were able to create enough room to have six assembly technicians
comfortably. Each operator has 8 ft of space behind them to work and plenty of space to house
carts on the sides of their workstation. This will eliminate our overcrowded work environment
while accommodating our current customer demand. It was projected by management that we
needed an increase of 65% in inventory space. We can house the increase in purchase order
inventory due to the 81 % increase in inventory space. This gives us extra room if management
decides to keep increasing purchase order inventory.
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9. Implementation
9.1. Budget
Table 1 shows our estimated budget for this project.
TABLE 1 : BUDGET
Items Budget for New Layout
Item #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Quantity
1
1
4
3
1
3
1
4
4
4
3
1
1
1
1
4
1
4
4
1
5
3

Lucus Keele
Item Description
Manual Stretch Wrap Machine
Optional Ramp for Stretch Wrap Machine

Sub-Total
$4,295
$805

Work Benches
Tool Cabinet
Large Printer
Dymo Twin Turbo Printer
Regular Printer
Trash Cans
Polyurethane chairs
Casters for chairs
Tool Balancer
Aluminum Gantry Cranes
Electric Chain Hoists
Hoists Trolleys
ESD Floor Paint
Computers, monitors, and scanners
Transport Vehicle
Computer Monitor Swivel Mount
Big Power Strip
Area Floor Leveling
5S Tape - Green
5S Tape - Blue

$15,320
$1,665
$4,800
$567
$130
$396
$1,020
$64
$204
$2700
$2975
$215
$7,500
$15,000
$25,000
$60
$140
$5,000
$245
$147

Total Cost =

$82,358

The total cost of our project will come to $82,358.
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9.2. Schedule
TABLE 2 : SCHEDULE

Table 2 shows us the implementation schedule for this project. Warehousing will prepare the
new building to transfer starting May 10th. The project fully implemented by July 13th.
10. Conclusion
10.1.

Teamwork Aspect

The reason this project was so successful was due to the teamwork aspect. The
manufacturing manager, Mike Spanner was employer who gave me this project to begin with.
Mike introduced me into the SketchUp 3-Dimension software that was used in this project. He
was used in the planning phase of the layout portion of the project and helped keep track of our
use of supplemented workers. Without Mike, I would not have any supplemented worker data
and the planning phase would have taken way longer. After I drew up the three different
concepts, Mike, Les (Head Assembly Technician), Jeri (Assembly Supervisor), and I were able
to sit down and discuss on which concept should be implemented and why. Alex Kerr, the
Supply Chain worker was a huge help in retrieving data for this project. The most challenging
part of the project was finding data for manufacturing lead times and customer demand. Without
Alex, we wouldn’t have found the supporting data needed for this project.
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10.2.

Conclusion

This project addressed the development of a new layout change to the manufacturing
operations at Matrix Design Group. With the increase in space, we were able to solve the issues
associated with the increase in customer demand. Our customer demand will be supported by an
increase in workers. Our increase in space gave us an opportunity to eliminate an overcrowded
work environment while also increasing efficiency. We can continue to serve our customers in a
timely fashion knowing that we have the inventory capacity to house a safety stock, so we do not
have to delay work orders.
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APPENDIX
APPENDIX A
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APPENDIX A

Design Factor

Page number, or reason not applicable

Public health safety, and welfare

Project does not deal with public health

Global

13

Cultural

13

Social

26

Environmental

16

Economic

12

Professional Standards

Project does not use professional standards
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